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a b s t r a c t

Psychophysiological evidence supports a music-language association, such that experience in one do-
main can impact processing required in the other domain. We investigated the bidirectionality of this
association by measuring event-related potentials (ERPs) in native English-speaking musicians, native
tone language (Cantonese) nonmusicians, and native English-speaking nonmusician controls. We tested
the degree to which pitch expertise stemming from musicianship or tone language experience similarly
enhances the neural encoding of auditory information necessary for speech and music processing. Early
cortical discriminatory processing for music and speech sounds was characterized using the mismatch
negativity (MMN). Stimuli included ‘large deviant’ and ‘small deviant’ pairs of sounds that differed
minimally in pitch (fundamental frequency, F0; contrastive musical tones) or timbre (first formant, F1;
contrastive speech vowels). Behavioural F0 and F1 difference limen tasks probed listeners’ perceptual
acuity for these same acoustic features. Musicians and Cantonese speakers performed comparably in
pitch discrimination; only musicians showed an additional advantage on timbre discrimination perfor-
mance and an enhanced MMN responses to both music and speech. Cantonese language experience was
not associated with enhancements on neural measures, despite enhanced behavioural pitch acuity. These
data suggest that while both musicianship and tone language experience enhance some aspects of au-
ditory acuity (behavioural pitch discrimination), musicianship confers farther-reaching enhancements to
auditory function, tuning both pitch and timbre-related brain processes.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There is strong evidence for shared processing in brain regions
governing music and language processing (Besson et al., 2011;
Maess et al., 2001; Koelsch et al., 2002; Patel 2008; Slevc et al.,
2009; Bidelman et al., 2011a). For instance, the processing of
musical melody and harmony activate brain areas traditionally
associated with language-specific processing, such as Broca's and
Wernicke's areas (Maess et al., 2001; Koelsch et al., 2002). Such
findings suggest that there is a close association between the
underlying neural mechanisms recruited for processing both mu-
sic and language.

These shared brain structures underlying the processing of
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music and language raise the question of transfer between do-
mains, i.e., processing in one domain potentially benefiting pro-
cessing in the other, and vice versa (see Besson et al., 2011 for a
review). Ample evidence exists to suggest that musicianship is
associated with enhanced language-related processing. For ex-
ample, musicianship has been associated with language-related
perceptual enhancements including formant and voice pitch dis-
crimination (Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010), sensitivity to prosodic
cues (Thompson et al., 2004), detecting durational cues in speech
(Milovanov et al., 2009), degraded-speech perception (Parbery-
Clark et al., 2009a; Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010), second language
proficiency (Slevc and Miyake, 2006; Marques et al., 2007), lexical
tone identification (Delogu et al., 2006; Lee and Hung, 2008; De-
logu et al., 2010), verbal memory (Chan et al., 1998; Franklin et al.,
2008) and verbal intelligence (Moreno et al., 2011). Electro-
physiological evidence corroborates these findings by demon-
strating that musicianship is associated with changes in brain
circuitry at both cortical (Pantev et al., 2001; Schon et al., 2004;
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Moreno et al., 2009; Chandrasekaran et al., 2009; Marie et al.,
2011a,b) and subcortical levels (Musacchia et al., 2008; Wong
et al., 2007; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009b; Bidelman et al., 2011a,b,
2014), facilitating both the sensory-perceptual and cognitive con-
trol of speech information (Bidelman et al., 2013a). As posited in
Moreno and Bidelman (2014), musicians’ benefits for speech and
language may be mediated by a series of enhancements to both
sensory and cognitive mechanisms that operate at multiple levels
of processing hierarchy to mediate a range of functions from low-
level auditory processing to higher-level cognition. Indeed, Bidel-
man et al. (2014) have recently shown that musicians have
stronger indices of neural coordination between auditory brain-
stem and cortical activity, which facilitates their enhanced beha-
vioural speech identification. These studies support the notion
that musicianship tunes a hierarchy of processing within the au-
ditory system, allowing neural representations to carry more be-
haviourally relevant information and better support desired
behaviours.

A number of neurocognitive models have been proposed to
account for the language-domain benefits associated with music
training. For example, Patel's (2011) OPERA hypothesis describes
why music and language may benefit one another via shared, in-
teractive between-domain processing. Specifically, the con-
stituents of the OPERA framework (Overlap, Precision, Emotion,
Repetition, Attention) outline how the coordinated plasticity of
music training recruits overlapping language structures (e.g.,
Broca's area) and increases neural precision of processing follow-
ing emotional, repetitive, and attentional engagement with music
(Patel, 2011). In the expanded OPERA model, Patel (2014) proposed
that musicianship can enhance speech processing when music
places higher demands than speech on the sensory and cognitive
processing mechanisms shared by these two domains. The com-
bination of these higher demands, in conjunction with the emo-
tional rewards, repetition, and attention associated with musi-
cianship, activates neural plasticity, thus changing the neural
structures and functions that impact the processing of speech.

As noted by Bidelman et al. (2013a), the OPERA framework
does not make any a priori assumptions that the music-language
association is unidirectional; indeed, the overlap, emotional en-
gagement, repetition, attention, and increased sensory encoding
precision are also satisfied by forms of language expertise. As with
musicianship, tone language experience (e.g., Mandarin Chinese:
Bidelman et al., 2011a,b) has been shown to similarly affect the
neural encoding of behaviourally-relevant sound in the brainstem
(Bidelman et al., 2011a,b). In addition, studies showing that bi-
linguals have enhanced cognitive abilities support the notion that,
like musicianship, language expertise can boost some perceptual
and cognitive abilities (e.g., Bialystok et al., 2005; Bialystok and
Depape, 2009; Luk et al., 2010; Gold et al., 2013; Bidelman et al.,
2013a).

We directly examined this language-to-music link in our recent
study (Bidelman et al., 2013a), which sought to test if listeners with
tone language expertise display similar performance to native Eng-
lish-speaking musicians on a number of musical measures, including
auditory pitch acuity, music perception, and general cognitive ability.
The tone language group was comprised of Cantonese speakers,
because exposure to the intricate tonal system of this language clo-
sely approximates aspects of pitch exposure gained via musicianship
(Bidelman et al., 2013a). For example, the Cantonese tonal inventory
consists of six contrastive tones, most of which are level pitch pat-
terns minimally differentiable based on pitch height (Gandour, 1981;
Khouw and Ciocca, 2007). More critically, the proximity of tones is on
the order of a semitone (e.g., Peng, 2006), paralleling the minimum
distance between adjacent pitches found in music (Bidelman et al.,
2013a). Given Cantonese speakers’ specialisation in perceiving min-
ute changes in steady-state level pitch (Gandour, 1981; Francis et al.,
2008), we reasoned that Cantonese listeners would show improve-
ments in both low-level (e.g., pitch discrimination, pitch speed) and
higher-level (e.g., pitch memory, melody discrimination) musical
abilities relative to native English-speaking nonmusician controls.
Though musicians demonstrated superior performance on all audi-
tory tasks, Cantonese speakers performed comparably on perceptual
tasks (pitch discrimination and pitch speed), as compared to controls,
i.e., (musiciansECantonese)4nonmusician controls. As tasks be-
came more cognitively demanding (pitch memory, melody dis-
crimination), a gradient effect emerged, such that musicians out-
performed Cantonese speakers, who in turn outperformed non-
musician controls (i.e., M4C4NM). These findings provided con-
vincing evidence for a language-to-music association that, when
considered with pre-existing literature, supported a bidirectional
association between music and language (Bidelman et al., 2013a).

The neural mechanisms subserving these bidirectional rela-
tions have yet to be fully explored. Brain substrates underlying
cross-domain plasticity from music to language are proposed to be
rooted in the interplay between bottom-up and top-down audi-
tory processing. That is, descending, corticofugal projections from
the cerebral cortex tune subcortical circuits, while ascending
projections from subcortical structures tune cortical circuits (cf.
the reverse hierarchy theory of auditory processing, Ahissar et al.,
2009; see Patel, 2011 for a discussion of this cortical–subcortical
interplay). The influence of tone language experience on musical
pitch processing may be shaped by this neural reciprocity. Indeed,
tone language speakers (Mandarin Chinese) have enhanced
brainstem representation of pitch information (musical pitch in-
tervals and lexical tone, Bidelman et al., 2011a; tuned and detuned
musical chords, Bidelman et al., 2011b), comparable to musicians.
Understanding the extent to which brain processing in musicians
and tone language speakers’ show similar neural responses to
music and speech would help clarify the perceptual-cognitive
transfer effects observed between music and language and po-
tential bidirectionality between domains.

To this end, we directly compared cortical neuroelectric activity
elicited by music and speech sounds in native English-speaking
musicians (i.e., musical pitch experts), Cantonese speakers (i.e.,
linguistic pitch experts), and native English-speaking non-
musicians (non-experts with either domain of pitch). Critically,
both musicians and Cantonese speakers have similar long-term
experience with pitch, but differ in how that expertise was ob-
tained (i.e., musical versus linguistic context). Our musicians and
nonmusicians did not have any experience with a tone language,
Cantonese or otherwise. This criteria ensured that the musicians
did not have (formal) pitch expertise outside of their musical
training, and that the non-musician controls did not have any
experience with linguistically-based pitch.

As an objective assay of early cortical discrimination of music
and speech sounds, we employed the mismatch negativity (MMN),
a prominent component of the event-related brain potentials
(ERPs). The MMN is a neural index of sensory memory-based de-
tection of auditory change thought to reflect early (i.e., “bottom-
up”) discrimination processing in the auditory cortices (Naatanen
et al., 2007). Previous studies have shown that relative to non-
musicians, musicians evoke larger MMN responses to changes in
complex sounds (Koelsch et al., 1999; Tervaniemi et al., 2001;
Brattico et al., 2006; Fujioka et al., 2004, 2005; Brattico et al.,
2009), indicating superior pre-attentive auditory processing
(Koelsch et al., 1999). In the current study, comparing MMN in
musicians and tone language speakers elicited by contrastive
speech and musical sounds allowed us to assess the degree to
which these divergent forms of expertise influence early cortical
auditory processing related to speech and music sound analysis.

In addition to the MMN, we also examined (i) the P3a and (ii)
late discriminative negativity (LDN), a sustained, late-emerging
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slow-wave component. The P3a sometimes follows the MMN and
is characterized by a frontocentrally distributed positive deflection
thought to reflect an involuntary attentional switch towards the
deviancy (Tervaniemi et al., 2005; for a review, see Escera et al.,
2000 and/or Polich, 2007) and/or updating of working memory
(Donchin and Coles, 1988; Polich, 2007). Past work using passive
paradigms has shown that musicians’ P3a in response to sound
habituates between blocks, while nonmusicians show enhance-
ment of the P3a between blocks (Seppanen et al., 2012). This dif-
ference in short-term plasticity between musicians and non-
musicians suggests that musicianship hones attentional abilities
and auditory feature encoding (Seppanen et al., 2012).

In the case of the LDN, there are two common interpretations
of its functional role, both of which imply “top-down” influences
on auditory processing. Specifically, the LDN has been interpreted
as an index of automatic reorienting of attention following the
distraction of a deviant sound (Shestakova et al., 2003; Wetzel
et al., 2006) and a regulation of higher-order auditory processing
that follows the initial change detection reflected by the MMN
(Ceponiene et al., 2004; Horvath et al., 2009; see Putkinen et al.,
2013). Of interest to the current study, our recent report demon-
strated that the LDN is influenced by musical training and lan-
guage experience (Moreno et al., 2014b).

All participants were tested in two conditions, with either a
contrast in musical notes (differing only in pitch) or vowel stimuli
(differencing only in first formant frequency) presented in sepa-
rate blocks. This paradigm allowed us to test for domain-specific
effects (e.g., note condition for the musician group; vowel condi-
tion for the Cantonese group) and cross-domain effects (e.g., note
condition for the Cantonese group; vowel condition for the mu-
sician group). Additionally, these stimuli allowed us to examine
pitch versus spectral (timbre) discrimination enhancements in
music and tone language speakers. We also varied two levels of
stimulus difficulty (large versus small sound contrasts) presented
in a multiple oddball paradigm (e.g., Naatanen et al., 2004) to
determine how music/language expertise impacts different com-
plexities of sound discrimination. In addition to the electro-
physiological responses, we obtained behavioural measures of
pitch (fundamental frequency, F0) and vowel (first formant, F1)
discrimination to measure listeners’ perceptual acuity for changes
in sound features within the music and speech domain,
respectively.

We hypothesised that we would observe enhanced MMN
(discrimination), LDN (attentional reorienting), and behavioural
discrimination in both the musician and Cantonese groups (re-
lative to nonmusicians), given their extensive experience with
pitch and spectral information. Additionally, we expected these
neural and behavioral enhancements to extend across domains
(i.e., musicians demonstrating enhanced processing of speech and
Cantonese speakers demonstrating enhanced processing of musi-
cal sounds, relative to controls). These outcomes would suggest
that both musicianship and tone language experience are asso-
ciated with superior pre-attentive as well as top-down auditory
processing. They would also be consistent with the notion that
music and language expertise tune brain function in a bidirec-
tional fashion (Bidelman et al., 2011a, 2013a).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Sixty-seven participants were recruited from the University of
Toronto and Greater Toronto Area to participate in this experi-
ment. Four participants’ data sets were lost due to technical dif-
ficulties or attrition. Of the remaining sixty-three participants,
three were deemed outliers (3 standard deviations above the
mean) and removed from subsequent analysis. Each participant
completed questionnaires to assess linguistic (Li et al., 2006; Wong
and Perrachione, 2007) and musical (Bidelman et al., 2013a)
background. English-speaking musicians (hereafter referred to as
M) (n¼21, 14 female) were amateur instrumentalists with at least
8 years of continuous training in Western classical music on their
primary instrument (μ7s: 15.43 76.46 years), beginning at or
before the age of 11 (μ7s: 7.0573.32 years). All Ms had formal
private or group lessons within the past 5 years, and currently
played their instrument(s). See Table S1 of Supplemental material
for primary instruments played by the musicians. These inclusion
criteria are consistent with similar definitions used in many pre-
vious studies examining the neuroplastic effects associated with
musicianship (Wong et al., 2007; Chandrasekaran et al., 2009;
Parbery-Clark et al., 2009b; Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; Bidel-
man et al., 2011a; Cooper and Wang, 2012; Bidelman et al., 2013a).

Critically, English-speaking nonmusicians (hereafter referred to
as NM) (n¼21, 14 female) had r3 years of formal music training
on any combination of instruments throughout their lifetime
(μ7s: 0.8171.40 years) and had not received formal instruction
within the past 5 years. Both Ms and NMs had some exposure to a
non-tone second language (M: 90.48%, NM: 66.67%; mainly French
or Spanish) but were classified as late learners and/or only mildly
fluent in their second language.

Cantonese-speaking participants (hereafter referred to as C)
(n¼18; 11 female) were classified as late bilinguals, having not
received formal instruction in English before the age of �7
(10.2775.13 years) (Bidelman et al., 2011a, Chandrasekaran et al.,
2009). All participants were born and raised in mainland China or
Hong Kong and reported using their native Cantonese on a regular
basis (440% daily use). As with NM participants, Cantonese
speakers had minimal musical training throughout their lifetime
(0.7870.94 years) and had not received formal instruction in the
past 5 years. Importantly, NM and C did not differ in their minimal
extent of music training [F(1,37)¼0.007, p¼0.935]. The three
groups were closely matched in age (M: 25.2474.17 years, C:
24.1774.12 years, NM: 23.3874.07 years; F(2,57)¼1.075,
p¼0.348), years of formal education (M: 18.1973.25 years, C:
16.9472.46 years; NM: 16.6772.76 years; F(2,57)¼1.670,
p¼0.198), and were all right-handed. All participants provided
written, informed consent in compliance with an experimental
protocol approved by the Baycrest Centre Research Ethics Com-
mittee. All were provided financial compensation for their time.

2.2. Cognitive tests

We measured participants’ general fluid intelligence and
working memory (WM) capacity to rule out differences in cogni-
tive aptitude between groups (e.g., Bidelman et al., 2013a).

2.2.1. Raven's test
General fluid intelligence was measured with Raven's Ad-

vanced Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 1998), which uses ex-
clusively nonverbal material suited for measuring an individual's
general cognitive ability without introducing cultural, language, or
social bias. Each trial consisted of a 3�3 matrix with line drawings
depicting abstract patterns in all but the bottom-right cell. Parti-
cipants were required to select the missing pattern from among
6 to 8 alternatives and were given 10 min to complete the 29-item
battery. Items became progressively more difficult over the course
of the test. Raw scores (number correct) were recorded and used
in subsequent analyses.

2.2.2. Corsi blocks
A digital implementation of the Corsi blocks tapping test (Corsi,



Fig. 1. Spectrograms illustrating the standard, large deviant, and small deviant stimuli for the music (top row) and speech (bottom row) conditions. White lines mark the
frequencies of each tone's F0 (music stimuli) and each vowel's F1 (speech stimuli) frequency, respectively.
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1972) was used to gauge each individual's nonverbal short-term
WM. On each trial, participants saw a 6�6 grid of grey squares on
the computer screen. A memory sequence was then presented by
briefly changing the colour of certain boxes in various locations on
the screen. Participants were required to recall the sequence with
identical order by clicking on the target boxes. Sequence length
gradually increased in set size from 2 to 8 items, becoming pro-
gressively harder. Two repetitions were presented for each span
length. The longest span-length correctly recalled was used to
measure each individual's visual (i.e., non-auditory) WM capacity.

2.3. Behavioral pitch and timbre difference limens

Behavioral fundamental frequency difference limens (F0 DLs)
and first formant difference limens (F1 DLs) were measured for
each participant using three alternative forced choice (3AFC) dis-
crimination tasks (Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; see Fig. 1A of
Bidelman et al., 2013a for a schematic illustration of this task).
F0DLs and F1DLs were measured in separate blocks. For F0 DLs, we
used complex tones that varied in pitch. Individual tones con-
tained 10 harmonics of the F0, and were 200 ms in duration. F1
DLs were obtained using synthetic speech sounds that varied only
in first formant frequency (F1). For these stimuli, the F0 (115 Hz),
as well as second (2500 Hz), third (3500 Hz) and fourth (4530 Hz)
formants were kept constant across vowels such that only F1
varied.

For a given trial in each task, participants heard three se-
quential intervals, two containing an identical reference token
(F0ref¼220 Hz for the F0 DL task; F1ref¼300 Hz for the F1 DL task)
and one containing a higher comparison, assigned randomly. The
participants’ task was to identify which of the three tokens was
the ‘odd-one-out’.

Discrimination thresholds were measured using a 2-down,
1-up adaptive paradigm that tracks 71% correct performance on
the psychometric function (Levitt, 1971). The initial frequency
difference between reference and comparison (ΔF) was set at 20%
of F0ref/F1ref,. Following two consecutive correct responses,ΔFwas
decreased for the subsequent trial and increased following a single
incorrect response. ΔF was varied using a geometric step size
factor of two for the first four reversals and was decreased to √2
thereafter. Fourteen reversals were measured and the geometric
mean of the last eight were used to compute each individual's DL
for the run, calculated as the minimum percent change in F0/F1
required to detect a change in the sound (i.e., ΔF/Fnom). F0 DLs of
two runs were averaged per listener to obtain a final estimate of
each individual's F0 discrimination threshold, i.e., the smallest
change in musical pitch listeners could reliably detect. Similarly, F1
DLs of two runs were averaged per listener to obtain a final esti-
mate of each individual's F1 discrimination threshold, i.e., the
smallest detectable change in speech timbre.

2.4. EEG task stimuli

EEGs were recorded using a passive auditory oddball paradigm,
consisting of two conditions presented in separate blocks (i.e.,
music and speech) (Fig. 1).

The presentation order of conditions was counterbalanced
across participants. The note condition was comprised of
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synthesised piano tones, created with Sibelius v7.1.3 and exported
as.wav files. The notes consisted of middle C (C4, F0¼261.6 Hz),
middle C mistuned by an increase of 0.5 semitones (large deviant;
269.3 Hz; 2.9% increase in frequency from standard), and middle C
mistuned by an increase of 0.25 semitones cents (small deviant;
265.4 Hz; 1.4% increase in frequency from standard). Tone dura-
tions were 300 ms, including 5 ms of rise/fall time in order to
reduce spectral splatter in the stimuli.

Speech stimuli consistent of three steady-state vowel sounds
(Bidelman et al., 2013b), namely, “oo” as in “book” [ʊ], “aw” as in
“pot” [a], and “uh” as in “but” [ʌ], as the standard, large deviant,
and small deviant (on the border of categorical perception be-
tween the standard and large deviant; Bidelman et al., 2013b),
respectively. The duration of each vowel was 250 ms, including 10
ms of rise/fall. The standard vowel had an F1 of 430 Hz, the large
deviant 730 Hz (41.1% increase in frequency from standard), and
the small deviant 585 Hz (26.5% increase in frequency from stan-
dard). Speech tokens contained identical voice fundamental (F0),
second (F2), and third (F3) formant frequencies (F0: 100, F2: 1090,
and F3: 2350 Hz, respectively), chosen to match prototypical
productions from a male speaker (Peterson and Barney, 1952).
Speech stimuli were synthesised with a cascade formant synthe-
siser implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks) using techniques
described by Klatt and Klatt (1990).

Although stimulus duration was different in the speech and
note conditions, we were interested in maintaining natural
acoustic features and presenting the sound as naturally as possi-
ble. The sound onset asynchrony (SOA) was 1000 ms in both
conditions so that the stimulus repetition rates (and thus, neural
adaptation effects) were comparable for both speech and music
ERP recordings. There were a total of 780 trials in each condition
including 90 large deviants (12% of the trials), and 90 small de-
viants (12% of the trials).
Fig. 2. Scalp topographies for the mismatch negativity (MMN) in the (a) large deviant mu
and (d) small deviant speech condition. The cluster of six electrodes is outlined on the M
conditions. Topographies show mean activation between two time points in each cond
deviants; 200–210 ms for the small deviants).
2.4.1. EEG recording and data analysis
EEGs were recorded using a 76 channel Biosemi ActiveTwo

system (sampling rate¼512 Hz) with electrodes placed around the
scalp according to standard 10-10 locations (Oostenveld and
Praamstra, 2001). During EEG acquisition, all electrodes were re-
ferenced to the CMS (Common Mode Sense) electrode, with the
DRL (Driven Right Leg) electrode serving as the common ground.
Subsequent analyses were performed in EEGLAB (Delorme and
Makeig, 2004) and used custom routines coded in MATLAB. Data
were re-referenced off-line to the mastoids. Eye movements and
artefacts were corrected in the continuous EEG using ICA decom-
position in EEGLAB. Excessively noisy channels were interpolated
(two nearest neighbour electrodes). Trials with residual voltages
exceeding 7500 mV were rejected prior to averaging. The EEG was
epoched (�200–1000 ms), baseline-corrected to the pre-stimulus
interval, and subsequently averaged in the time domain to obtain
ERPs at each electrode site for each response type (standards,
deviants) and stimulus condition (musical notes, speech vowels).
Grand averaged ERPs were then digitally filtered (0.01–50 Hz,
zero-phase response) for response visualisation and
quantification.

MMNs were computed by deriving difference waveforms, cal-
culated by subtracting ERPs to the standard stimuli from their
corresponding deviant ERPs of the same sequence (i.e., deviant-
standard). Fig. S1 of Supplemental material shows the raw ERP
traces for standard and deviant stimuli. The presence of the MMN
was confirmed by the presence of the response at the mastoids
with common average referenced waveforms (Naatanen et al.,
2007; see Fig. S2 of Supplemental material). For each participant,
MMN amplitudes were measured as the most negative peak in the
100 to 250 ms time window of difference waveforms in a fronto-
central electrode cluster (mean of F1, Fz, F2, FC1, FCz, FC2 chan-
nels). Similarly, P3a and the LDN were identified in these same
channels as the most positive peak in the 200–350 ms time win-
dow (P3a) and the mean ERP amplitude in a latency window of
sic condition, (b) large deviant speech condition, (c) small deviant music condition,
's topography, as this group drove the significant between-group differences in all
ition, centred around the group mean peak amplitude (190–200 ms for the large



Fig. 3. Behavioral discrimination results. (A): Performance on the fundamental frequency (F0) difference limen (DL) task. Musicians (M) and Cantonese (C) showed superior
pitch discrimination performance relative to nonmusician (NM) controls. (B): Performance on the first formant frequency (F1) DL task. Ms showed superior discrimination of
the first formant in speech sounds, as compared to C and NM. ** pr0.01. Error bars indicate 71 SE.

Fig. 5. Mismatch negativity (MMN) peak amplitude between 100ms to 250ms for
each condition and group. The peak amplitude is the average peak of six fronto-
central channels (F1, Fz, F2, FC1, FCz, FC2). Error bars indicate 71 SE.
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300–500 ms (LDN), respectively. All component latencies were
selected based on prior research and visual inspection of the wa-
veforms (Luck 2005; Shestakova et al., 2003).

2.5. Procedure

Participants completed the cognitive tests (Raven's Matrices
and Corsi blocks), the two difference limens tasks (F0 DL and F1
DL), and then the EEG portions according to a counterbalanced
order. During EEG recordings, participants sat in a comfortable
chair and watched a silent movie displayed on the computer
screen to promote a calm yet wakeful state. Participants were in-
structed to attend to the movie and ignore the sounds (i.e., passive
listening). Auditory stimuli were delivered binaurally from insert
earphones (ER-3A) at an intensity of 75 dB SPL. The experimental
session lasted approximately 2 h.

2.5.1. Statistical analysis.
A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run for each

cognitive and DL measure. Prior to statistical analyses, F0 and F1
DL values were square-root transformed to satisfy normality and
homogeneity of variance assumptions required for parametric
statistics.

For each of the MMN, P3a, and LDN, an ANOVA was conducted,
with group as the between-subjects factor, and stimulus type
(music or speech) and deviant size (small or large) as within-
subjects factors. For all analyses, the dependent variable was the
Fig. 4. ERPs difference waves (i.e., MMNs) for each group and condition. Each wavefor
amplitude of a cluster of fronto-central channels (average of F1, Fz,
F2, FC1, FCz, FC2). For the MMN, laterality effects were also ex-
amined, as visual inspection of the scalp topographies indicated
the possibility of between-groups and between-condition differ-
ences (Fig. 2). To this end, an ANOVA was run, with group as the
between-subjects variable, and stimulus type (music or speech),
deviant size (small or large), and laterality (left and right)
m is an average across six fronto-central channels (inset, F1, Fz, F2, FC1, FCz, FC2).



Table 1
Laterality of MMN amplitude (mV) for each group, stimulus type, and deviant size.

Group Laterality Stimulus type Deviant size M SE

M Left Music Large �2.578 0.300
Small �2.496 0.334

Speech Large �2.856 0.196
Small �2.340 0.251

Right Music Large �3.139 0.269
Small �2.513 0.330

Speech Large �2.734 0.221
Small �2.395 0.236

C Left Music Large �1.959 0.374
Small �1.266 0.213

Speech Large �1.732 0.226
Small �1.404 0.220

Right Music Large �2.177 0.429
Small �1.341 0.197

Speech Large �1.792 0.212
Small �1.560 0.216

NM Left Music Large �1.845 0.193
Small �1.539 0.267

Speech Large �1.585 0.224
Small �1.651 0.244

Right Music Large �1.962 0.182
Small �1.375 0.257

Speech Large �1.566 0.193
Small �1.916 0.225
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electrode cluster as within-subjects variables. The left electrode
cluster was an average of a subset of left fronto-central electrodes
(AF3, F3, and F5); the right cluster was an average of a right fronto-
central electrodes (AF4, F4, F6).

Bonferroni corrections were applied to all pairwise contrasts to
control for family-wise error (α¼0.05). When appropriate, the
degrees of freedom were adjusted with the Greenhouse-Geisser
epsilon (ε). All reported p-values are based on the reduced degrees
of freedom, although the original degrees of freedom are reported.
Partial eta-squared (η2p) was used as a measure of effect size for all
ANOVAs. Levene's test was used to test for heterogeneity of var-
iance between groups across all conditions, and within each con-
dition. In all cases, homogeneity of variance assumptions were
satisfied for all statistical tests (ps40.05).

By group, correlations were used to assess the degree to which
listeners’ auditory neural processing of speech/music predicted
their perceptual acuity in each domain. Correlations were per-
formed between all behavioural (F0 DL, F1 DL, Corsi span, and
Raven's score) and brain (MMN, P3a, and LDN) measures. A false
discovery rate (FDR) procedure (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001)
was used to correct for multiple correlation tests with a threshold
of ɑ¼0.05. FDR-corrected results are reported.
3. Results

3.1. Cognitive tests

We found no significant group differences in performance on
Raven's test [F(2, 57)¼0.395, p¼0.676] or Corsi blocks task [F(2,
59)¼0.922, p¼0.403], confirming that groups were well-matched
in fluid intelligence and WM abilities.
3.2. Difference limens

There was a significant group difference on F0 DL task perfor-
mance [F(2,59)¼11.914, po0.001, η2p¼0.295] (Fig. 3A). Pairwise
comparisons revealed that Ms performed comparably to C
(p¼0.92) and that both Ms and C outperformed NMs [M versus
NM: po0.001; C versus NM: p¼0.003] (i.e., M¼C4NM).

F1 DLs also differed between groups [F(2,59)¼8.937, po0.001,
η2p¼0.239] (Fig. 3B). Pairwise comparisons revealed that Ms out-
performed C (po0.001) and NMs (p¼0.011), achieving better (i.e.,
lower discrimination thresholds). C performed comparably to NMs
(p¼0.776) (i.e., M4C¼NM).

3.3. ERP data

MMN scalp topographies, waveforms, and average peak am-
plitudes are shown for each group and stimulus condition in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Responses to standard and deviant
traces are provided in the Supplementary information.

3.4. MMN

M had a larger MMN across all stimulus conditions, relative to C
(po0.001) and NM (po0.001; F(2,57)¼15.71, po0.001,
η2p¼0.355). For all three groups, listeners showed larger MMN (i.e.,
enhanced sound discrimination) for large deviants, as compared to
small deviants across both music and speech stimuli [F(1, 57)¼
6.453, p¼0.014, η2p¼0.102]. All other possible main effects, as well
as two- and three-way interactions, were not significant (p4 .05).
These results indicate that M had enhanced early cortical dis-
crimination across both music and speech sounds, relative to C and
NM.

3.5. MMN laterality effects

M showed a larger MMN than C and NM across conditions,
deviant sizes, and hemispheres (p'so0.001; F(2,57)¼15.61,
po0.001, ηp2¼0.354; see Table 1). Pooling across groups, stimulus
type, and deviant size, the MMN was marginally stronger in the
right than the left hemisphere [F(1,57)¼3.756, p¼0.058,
η2p¼0.062]. Pooling across groups, condition, and laterality, large
deviants elicited a larger MMN than small deviants [F(1,57)¼14.14,
p¼0.010, η2p¼0.111].

The interaction of laterality, stimulus type, and deviant size was
significant [F(1,57)¼7.91, p¼0.007, η2p¼0.122]. This interaction
was driven by a main effect of deviant size in the right cluster [F
(1,59)¼7.64, p¼0.008, η2p¼0.115]. Specifically, large deviants eli-
cited stronger MMNs than small deviants. The interaction of sti-
mulus type and deviant size was also significant [F(1,59)¼5.42,
p¼0.023, η2p¼0.084]. For the music condition, the large deviants
elicited stronger MMNs than small deviants [F(1,59)¼4.32,
p¼0.042, η2p¼0.068]. All other possible two-, three-, or four-way
interactions were not significant, ps40.05. Collectively, these re-
sults indicate that laterality did not differ between groups. Overall,
the right cluster elicited a larger MMN for the larger versus the
small deviant. The music condition (but not the vowel condition)
elicited this same pattern of MMN results across both
hemispheres.

3.6. P3a

There was a significant three-way interaction between stimulus
type, deviant size, and group [F(2, 57)¼5.59, p¼0.006, η2p¼0.164;
see Fig. S3 in the Supplemental material]. For Ms, the large deviant
had a more positive P3a than the small deviant [F(1, 20)¼3.75,
p¼0.067, η2p¼0.158]. There was also significant interaction of
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stimulus type and deviant size in Ms [F(1, 20)¼20.59, po0.001,
η2p¼0.507]. Namely, for the music condition, the large deviant had
a more positive P3a than for the small deviant [F(1, 20)¼19.37,
po0.001, η2p¼0.492]. For the speech condition, the small deviant
had a more positive P3a than for the large deviant [F(1, 20)¼5.61,
p¼0.028, η2p¼0.219]. For C, there was a more positive P3a for the
music than the speech condition [F(1, 17)¼5.652, p¼0.029,
η2p¼0.250]. For NM, there were no significant main effects or in-
teractions (p40.05). These results indicate that M had stronger
involuntary switching of attention for large music deviants, as
compared to small music deviants (as indexed by the P3a re-
sponse), while the opposite pattern was true for the speech con-
dition in Ms. Lastly, C showed stronger involuntary switching of
attention for musical sounds (i.e., pitch deviants), as compared to
speech sounds, across both deviant sizes.

All other main effects, and two-way interactions including
group as a variable, were not significant (ps40.05). There was a
significant interaction of stimulus type and deviant size [F(1, 57)¼
14.40, po0.001, η2p¼0.202]. Specifically, for the music condition,
the large deviant had a more positive P3a than the small deviant [F
(1, 57)¼8.90, p¼0.004, η2p¼0.135] when pooled across groups. For
the speech condition, the small deviant had a more positive P3a
than the large deviant [F(1, 57)¼5.36, p¼0.024, η2p¼0.086].

3.7. LDN

There was a significant main effect of group on LDN mean
amplitude [F(2,57)¼4.56, p¼0.015, η2p¼0.138; see Fig. S4 in the
Supplemental material]. Specifically, Ms had a more negative LDN
than C (p¼0.012). There was no difference in LDN amplitude be-
tween Ms and NMs (p¼0.268), or C and NMs (p¼0.555). Pooling
across groups and deviant sizes, the speech condition elicited a
more negative LDN than the music condition [F(1,57)¼6.48,
p¼0.014, η2p¼0.102]. There was also a significant interaction of
stimulus type and deviant size [F(1,57)¼8.436, p¼0.005,
η2p¼0.129]. This was driven by the large deviant eliciting a more
negative LDN than the small deviant for the speech condition [F
(1,57)¼12.69, p¼0.001, η2p¼0.182]. These results indicate that
across all groups and deviant sizes, the speech condition elicited
greater top-down processing/re-orienting for the large deviant as
compared to the small deviant. They further indicate that M em-
ployed top-down processing/re-orienting to a greater extent than
C.

3.8. Correlations

Correlational analyses revealed a significant correspondence
between F0 DL and F1 DL thresholds in Ms only (r¼0.61,
p¼0.004). That is, better pitch discrimination was associated with
superior timbre discrimination and vice versa. We found no cor-
relations between behavioural and ERP measures (ps40.05) fol-
lowing FDR correction.
4. Discussion

By comparing cortical MMN responses to music and speech in
musicians and tone language speakers, we assessed possible en-
hancements in auditory neural processing associated with musi-
cianship and tone language experience. Across conditions, musi-
cians showed enhanced MMN as compared to the other groups,
suggesting that musicians were better able to automatically dis-
criminate between sounds (i.e., both music and speech), as com-
pared to Cantonese and nonmusician listeners. Surprisingly, Can-
tonese language experience was not associated with any neuro-
physiological enhancements in music or speech processing,
despite enhanced behavioral acuity for pitch. These findings sug-
gest that different modes of intensive pitch experience, either
through music or language in the present case, may have differ-
ential effects on the neural mechanisms subserving music and
speech sound analysis.

There was no significant interaction of group and stimulus type
(i.e., music versus speech) for any of the ERP components. Pre-
viously, behavioural melody discrimination tasks have shown that
musicians are more sensitive to detecting quarter-semitone
changes (i.e., the size of our small music deviants) in a melody, as
compared to Cantonese speakers and NMs. For half-semitone
changes (i.e., the size of our large music deviants), musicians have
outperformed Cantonese speakers, who in turn outperform NMs
(Bidelman et al., 2013a). Based on this data, we predicted that
musicians would show larger neural discriminatory responses to
the small music deviant than other groups. The lack of this effect
suggests that perhaps automatic auditory neural processing may
be less sensitive than behaviour in picking up changes in pitch and
timbre, regardless of experience with pitch. This may have been
reflected in the lack of a significant interaction of group and sti-
mulus type.

There were also no differences in component amplitudes be-
tween music and speech when collapsing across groups for the
MMN and P3a, suggesting that there was not a distinct pattern of
brain activity that differentiated music and speech in the present
study. For the LDN, speech sound contrasts elicited larger neural
responses than for musical stimuli. These findings imply that the
recruitment of top-down processing/re-orienting was perhaps
more pronounced for changes in stimulus timbre compared to
pitch. The former is a less salient acoustic change and may
therefore necessitate the engagement of top-down processes not
invoked by the more salient changes in pitch. Unlike for stimulus
type, participants did differentiate between deviant sizes. Speci-
fically, large deviants typically elicited a more pronounced re-
sponse (i.e., a more negative MMN and LDN, a more positive P3a).
This result is expected, as the small deviant was intended to be
more difficult to differentiate from the standard, as compared to
large deviants.

4.1. Behavioral auditory benefits of musicianship and language
experience

At the behavioural level, we found that musicians and Canto-
nese participants performed comparably in pitch discrimination as
compared to nonmusicians, in agreement with our prior study
(Bidelman et al., 2013a). This finding further supports the notion
that both musical and linguistic pitch experience similarly im-
prove basic auditory acuity for pitch. However, musicians showed
superior F1DLs compared to Cantonese and nonmusicians, sug-
gesting that musicianship also confers benefits to speech proces-
sing and increases sensitivity for the timbral characteristics of
speech. This finding is consistent with previous behavioral studies
that have observed higher perceptual acuity for the timbral char-
acteristics of speech in trained musicians (Chartrand and Belin,
2006; Bidelman and Krishnan, 2010; Bidelman et al., 2014). This
result also aligns with a wealth of data supporting a music-to-
language association, that is, musicianship benefiting a number of
language-related domains (e.g., Chan et al., 1998; Thompson et al.,
2004; Delogu et al., 2006, 2010; Slevc and Miyake, 2006; Marques
et al., 2007; Franklin et al., 2008; Lee and Hung, 2008; Milovanov
et al., 2009; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009a; Bidelman and Krishnan,
2010; Moreno et al., 2011; Bidelman et al., 2014).

We did not observe a behavioural advantage of tone language
experience on speech timbre discrimination, as Cantonese parti-
cipants performed comparably to nonmusicians. These results
imply that the auditory benefits of tone languages do not
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necessarily extend to timbre (i.e., higher-frequency spectral cues)
and might be restricted to F0 pitch. This finding may be related to
the relative weighting of cues that are perceptually relevant in the
Cantonese experience: Pitch is highly relevant at the lexical level,
whereas change in the F1 formant is a subtler cue and common to
both the English and Cantonese languages. These data align well
with the proposition that domain-specific experience (e.g., tone
language expertise) can benefit auditory processing in other au-
ditory domains only if the latter exhibits acoustic features that
overlap with the demands of an individual's auditory experience
(Bidelman et al., 2011b).

Additional evidence supports that different types of experience
(i.e., music, linguistic) with a given acoustic cue can similarly
benefit perceptual processing of that cue (e.g., Bidelman et al.,
2011a). For example, Marie et al. (2012) found that long-term
experience with specific parameters of speech, namely duration,
extended past the processing of speech sounds, resembling the
effects of music expertise. Giuliano et al. (2011) found that native
experience with a tone language enhanced pitch discrimination
and timing of auditory cortical responses to pitch change. Simi-
larly, Pfordresher and Brown (2009) found that tone language
speakers were better able to imitate (via singing) and perceptually
discriminate musical pitch. These latter findings suggest that tone
language acquisition fine-tunes the processing of critical auditory
dimensions in the speech signal, and that this fine-tuning can
transfer to non-linguistic domains (Pfordresher and Brown, 2009;
Bidelman et al., 2011b, 2013a). More generally, these studies de-
monstrate that when listeners’ auditory experience overlaps with
some aspect of the experimental stimuli, enhanced spectral acuity
is observed, supporting current behavioural findings.

4.2. Auditory neurophysiological benefits of linguistic experience and
musicianship

In line with the behavioural speech timbre discrimination data,
we found no enhancement in MMN for speech timbre or musical
pitch processing in tone language speakers (i.e., MMNC¼MMNNM).
In contrast, we observed robust neural differentiation across all
conditions in musicians compared to the two other groups. A more
pronounced MMN in musicians across all conditions suggests that
musicianship improves auditory cortical processing in a broad
manner. The lack of similar auditory neural benefits in Cantonese
listeners suggests that pitch and timbral elements of music and
speech are not as salient to tone language speakers as they are to
musicians (e.g., Bidelman et al., 2011a, 2013a).

In addition to the superior automatic, cortical sound processing
observed in musicians (i.e., enhanced MMNs), this group also
showed enhanced top-down processing/reorienting (i.e., LDN), as
compared to the Cantonese speakers, but not controls. Therefore,
these neurophysiological findings only partially corroborate pre-
vious studies showing enhanced subcortical (i.e., automatic) au-
ditory responses (e.g., Musacchia et al., 2007, 2008; Wong et al.,
2007; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009b, 2011 Bidelman et al., 2011a,b,
2014) and enhanced LDN (i.e., attentional reorienting/higher-order
auditory processing) as a result of musical experience (Putkinen
et al., 2013). Furthermore, the Cantonese group did not differ
significantly from controls (i.e., they did not have a more positive
LDN that differentiated them from musicians and controls). Future
studies could further investigate the auditory LDN in musicians
and tone language speakers.

We also did not observe a significant difference between-group
difference in P3a amplitude. Past work has found that in passive
paradigms, the P3a habituates over time in musicians, while it is
enhanced over time in nonmusicians (Seppanen et al., 2012). This
habituation suggests that musicianship hones attentional abilities
and auditory feature encoding (Seppanen et al., 2012). The current
paradigm may not have lasted long enough for such habituation
effects to be measured (i.e., approximately 25 min at present,
versus a total of 60 min in Seppanen et al., 2012).

Examining the P3a in each group, musicians showed stronger
involuntary switching of attention for large music deviants, as
compared to small music deviants. The difference between deviant
sizes is perhaps surprising, given past evidence that musicians can
accurately identify half- and quarter-semitone changes in melody
(e.g., Bidelman et al., 2013a). However, the large deviant change is
more obvious (i.e., easier to detect) than the small deviant, per-
haps accounting for this significant difference. Within the Canto-
nese group, participants had stronger involuntary switching of
attention for musical sounds (i.e., pitch deviants) as indexed by the
P3a, as compared to speech sounds, across both deviant sizes. This
finding suggests that hearing fundamental frequency changes in a
non-linguistic context elicited attention reorientation in Canto-
nese speakers, who regularly utilise fundamental frequency in a
linguistic context. This finding also corroborates literature that has
shown that different types of experience with a given acoustic cue
can similarly benefit perceptual processing of that cue (e.g., Bi-
delman et al., 2011a; Marie et al., 2012).

4.3. Dissociation between neural and perceptual processing of mu-
sic/speech

Tone-language speakers’ behavioral enhancements for pitch
processing were not paralleled in neural enhancements in the
present study. This dissociation may be explained in relation to
previous work, which has suggested that the engagement of cor-
tical circuitry subserving speech/music percepts depends on the
cognitive relevance of the stimulus to the listener (e.g., Halpern
et al., 2008; Chandrasekaran et al., 2009; Abrams et al., 2011; Bi-
delman et al., 2011a,b). For example, in response to musical sti-
muli, information relayed from subcortical sensory structures en-
gages higher-level cortical mechanisms subserving musical pitch
perception in musicians – a process that is not engaged in tone
language speakers (Bidelman et al., 2011b). Indeed, strong corre-
lations are observed between brain and behavioural responses to
musical chords for musicians but not in listeners lacking musical
expertise (i.e., Cantonese and nonmusician participants; Bidelman
et al., 2011b). Applying these findings to the present study, en-
hanced auditory neural processing (as indexed by the MMN)
seems to only fully engage higher-level perceptual mechanisms in
musicians (rather than in Cantonese participants or non-
musicians). Similarly, it is possible that timbral cues are more
salient to musicians as compared to Cantonese or nonmusician
participants (e.g., Bidelman et al., 2011a, 2013a) as a result of ex-
tensive experience with discriminating high-frequency spectral
cues during music training. Higher auditory demands of music
relative to language (e.g., Patel, 2011) may thus account for mu-
sicians’ parallel enhancements in brain and behavioral auditory
processing that is not observed in tone language speakers.

One alternative explanation for the differences observed be-
tween the neural and behavioural pitch processing data in our
tone language group is that measuring mean activation over a
cortical patch may not fully represent neural processes underlying
their processing of pitch (Hutka et al., 2013). Musicians arguably
have a greater range of experience with pitch (e.g., manipulating
and producing complex melodies), as compared to tone language
speakers. Thus, the information processing capacity for musicians
might be different and more robust than that of tone language
speakers, manifesting in enhanced neural and behavioual corre-
lates of sound discrimination in the former group. Such effects
may be more nuanced for tone language speakers. In future stu-
dies, nonlinear methods, such as measuring the brain's informa-
tion processing capacity over multiple timescales, may have the
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capacity to better capture how tone language speakers process
pitch at the neural versus behavioural level (cf. Hutka et al., 2013).

It is also notable that there was no interaction between later-
ality and group in any condition, suggesting that the lateralization
of pitch and speech processing does not differ between tone lan-
guage speakers and musicians. However, when collapsing across
all other variables, MMN responses were marginally right later-
alized. Previous findings show that the right hemisphere is spe-
cialized for processing fine spectral features of the auditory input
present in musical stimuli, whereas the left hemisphere is more
specialized for temporal processing (i.e., for speech perception; see
Zatorre et al., 2002 for a review). The current data do not reflect
this right lateralization for music or left-lateralization for speech
(i.e., no significant interaction of stimulus type and laterality).
These results suggest that participants were more focused on the
processing fine spectral features of all stimuli, rather than tem-
poral information.

4.4. Modularity of music and speech processing

The association between music and speech raises questions
about whether language and music rely on independent systems
or domain-general processes (Slevc, 2012). Our data suggest that
musicians undergo fine-tuning of domain-general processes, such
that sound discrimination at the neural and behavioural level is
enhanced for processing changes in musical pitch and speech
timbre. This aligns with literature that details musicians’ enhanced
general auditory processing – that is, spectral acuity above and
beyond music processing (Kraus and Chandrasekaran, 2010;
Moreno and Bidelman, 2014). As for the comparison of musicians
and tone language speakers: The differential impact of music
versus tone language experience on neurophysiological processing
suggests that musicianship and language experience are asso-
ciated with at least partially divergent neural networks, which are
influenced differently by top-down regulation of sensory pro-
cesses. That is, if the pitch expertise derived from musicianship
and tone language experience shared a common neural mechan-
ism, one would have predicted similar enhancements to ERP
components in both musicians and Cantonese speakers. The find-
ings of Moreno et al. (2014a) support this view of different neural
networks in musicianship and linguistic expertise, such that bi-
linguals and musicians elicited different ERP responses when
performing an inhibition task. Though inhibition is an executive
function, rather than a perceptual process, the results of Moreno
et al. (2014a) suggest that bilingualism and musicianship have
differential effects on the neural networks supporting general
cognitive skills.

4.5. Nature versus nurture: Considering the contributions of predis-
positions versus training to performance

It is notable to acknowledge that we treat musicianship – that
is, training on a musical instrument-and tone language experience
as comparable throughout this study. It is important to address the
implications of causality inherent to this approach. Most studies
that examine the effect of music training on performance make
the assumption that training on a musical instrument causes im-
provements on various tasks (e.g., language-related tasks), despite
being correlational or quasi-experimental (Schellenberg and
Weiss, 2013). Indeed, this point is applicable to this study and
most of the literature cited in the present article, with some ex-
ceptions (e.g., Thompson et al., 2004; Moreno et al., 2009, 2011;
Putkinen et al., 2013; Kraus et al., 2014; Chobert et al., 2014). For
example, Chobert et al. (2014) randomly assigned children to ei-
ther a music or painting training group. The authors measured
MMN in response to syllables of differing vowel frequency,
duration, and voice onset time at three time points: Before train-
ing, after six months of music training, and after 12 months of
training. Following twelve months of training, the music group
showed larger MMN amplitude for syllabic duration and voice
onset time, suggesting that music training enhanced automatic
processing of these aspects of speech (i.e., cross-domain plasticity;
Chobert et al., 2014).

Though the claim that music training causes improvement is a
reasonable assumption, it is also plausible that the opposite causal
direction holds – namely, that individuals with poor listening
abilities (e.g., as measured by music aptitude tests) may not enroll
in long-term musical training, ensuring a positive association be-
tween listening abilities and music training (Schellenberg and
Weiss, 2013). Similarly, individuals predisposed with high musical
aptitude may be more likely to continue with music training
(Schellenberg and Weiss, 2013). In addition, individuals who per-
form well on listening tasks, and are thus enrolled in music les-
sons, may be self-selected by factors such as high IQ or enhanced
cognitive abilities (Schellenberg and Weiss, 2013). In contrast with
the pitch expertise associated with extensive music training,
Cantonese speakers did not self-select themselves to pursue a tone
language, and the pitch expertise required to speak a tone lan-
guage is inarguably the result of one's direct environment. How-
ever, the finding that Cantonese participants demonstrated F0
discrimination comparable to that of musicians (and superior to
native-English-speaking nonmusicians), suggests that these tone
language effects are indeed experience-dependent.

In an attempt to mitigate the possibility that a third variable,
such as intelligence or cognitive abilities, was driving performance
in our musically-trained group, we measured fluid intelligence and
short-term working memory, and matched participants’ educa-
tional backgrounds. There were no significant between-group
differences found for any of these measures, suggesting that nei-
ther intelligence, short-term working memory, nor educational
differences were responsible for the effects observed in the cur-
rent study. These findings help support that the effects observed in
our musician group were indeed influenced by music training,
rather than pre-existing differences. Nonetheless, it would
worthwhile in future studies to asses if the observed effects hold
under a longitudinal training study design.
5. Conclusion

The current study tested the degree to which musicianship and
tone language experience similarly enhance the neural encoding of
auditory information necessary for speech and music processing.
Consistent with previous reports (Bidelman et al., 2013a), the
present study found that both linguistic pitch experience and
musicianship similarly enhance basic pitch discrimination acuity
(as measured via F0 DLs). Only musicians showed a benefit in
timbral discrimination processing (as measured by F1 DLs), as
compared to tone language speakers and nonmusicians. Parallel
enhancements of behavioural spectral acuity in early markers of
auditory neural processing were only observed in musicians; tone
language advantages for pitch discrimination observed behavio-
rally (e.g., Bidelman et al., 2013a) were not reflected in early cor-
tical MMN responses to pitch changes. Our data suggest that while
both extensive music and tone language experience enhance some
aspects of auditory acuity (i.e., pitch discrimination), musicianship
confers farther-reaching enhancements to auditory function, tun-
ing both pitch and timbre-related brain processes.
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